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HE death of Professor Kruss at the early age of thirty-five, T and in the midst of a career already remarkably brilliant 
and fruitful, will be keenly felt by all, and especially by those 
who have known hiin as teacher and friend. 

H e  was born at Hamburg on the 14th of December, 1859, his 
father being the well-known optician A. Kruss. In 1879 he 
went to the University of Munich and entered upon the study of 
chemistry with Baeyer and Zimniermann as his teachers. The 
summer semester of 1881 he spent at Heidelberg studying under 
Bunsen. 

His early acquaintance with physical instruments, and espe- 
cially with the spectroscope, led Kruss to a series of investiga- 
tions, begun while he mas yet a student, in the field of spectro- 
scopic chemical analysis. In  his first paper, which appeared in 
1882, he described a method for ascertaining, by means of the 
spectroscope, whether two colored solutions, when mixed, act 
chemically upon each other or exist together unchanged. Pur- 
suing this question still further he obtained the interesting 
results which are recorded in the series of articles upon " The 
relation between the composition of organic coinpounds and their 
absorption spectra, " wherein he proved by many measurements 
of the absorption bands of indigo and fluorescein and their deriv- 
atives that the introduction of methyl, oxymethyl, ethyl, or bro- 
mine in the place of an atom of hydrogen moved the absorption 
in the spectrum towards the red, while the introduction of a nitro 
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or amido group had the opposite effect. Kruss saw and clearly 
described the practical bearing of tliesr discoveries, and as 3 

result the spectroscope is iimv eniployed at  Hoclist, both for the 
examination of the purity of knowi tl!.es aiitl as ;L guide to the 
production of nevi oiies. 

Kruss was also greatly interested i n  the applicatiori of the 
spectroscope to quantitative deterniiiintions. his researches upon 
this subject being largely recorded in the book which he and his 
brother, Hugo Kruss, published in I 891 - Koloyi?netric uird 
Qunnfitniive Sl)rkfmZ-niin~’sc~. Iii rS92 appeared his hook upon 
the use of physical niethods in chemistry. entitled ,S’$vzirlle .IlciA- 
odcn der A ? i u ~ s c .  

Kruss’s first strict1~- chemical researches were taken up under 
the able guidance of Clemens Zimmerrnnnn, at whose suggestion 
he undertook the investigation of the sulphur conipouiids of nio- 
lybdeiiuiii, thus continuing the studies in the cliroiiiiuiii group 
which Zimmeriiiann had so brilliantl>- begun by his researches 
upon uranium. 

After the death of Zimmermann (March, 1885) Kruss turned 
his attention to the study of the conipouiids of gold. In these 
investigations, which extended from 1886 to I 893, he corrected 
the older statements concerning the gold oxides, showing that 
only Au,O, Xu,O, arid Au,O, exist, redetermined the atomic 
weight of the element, measured the spark spectrum given by a 
neutral solution of gold chloride, arid, partly in connection with 
his students, investigated the compounds of gold with the halo- 
gens and with sulphur. 

In I 886 he became Privatdocent at Munich, and in the follow- 
ing winter, 1886-7, he visited Nilson i n  Stockholm, beginning, 
under the guidatice of that eniirient investigator, his study of the 
rare earths. The remarkable industry with which they prosecu- 
ted their mutual researches is evidenced by the number and im- 
portance of the contributions appearing under their names in the 
Bericlife for r887. 

The wide reputation which Kriiss had thus so early won 
attracted to Munich nlany enthusiastic workers in  the domain of 
inorganic chemistry, aiid the obtaining of a place i n  his private 
laboratory was a privilege that was eagerly sought. Upon those 
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who had the good fortune to work under his immediate direction 
the attraction exerted by his ability and wide and accurate learn- 
ing was quite equaled by the charming personality of the man. 
Quiet and unassuming in manner, and never prone to dogmatic 
directionof theworkin hand, he yet gave to each piece of research 
a critical attention and kindly and suggestive criticism that was 
wonderfully helpful and inspiring. Although he could scarcely 
be called either a graceful or a fluent lecturer, he possessed to 
an unusual degree originality and clearness in exposition. In  
May, 1890, he was advanced to the professorship of analytical 
and special inorganic chemistry in the University of Munich, 
and this position he held at  the time of his death. 

The  latter part of Kruss’s work lay chiefly in the obscure and 
difficult field of the rare earths, and while these researches are 
too numerous to admit of detailed mention here, a glance at the 
mere titles will suffice to show their variety and extent. Besides 
critically studying the characteristics of many of the different 
I i  earths,” he greatly developed the methods of separation and 
examination of these allied elements. Among the many other 
admirable papers which appeared in the meantime there may be 
mentioned that with Moraht upon glucinum, with Ohnmais upon 
the sulpho-salts of vanadium, and with Thiele upon the condi- 
tion 8f iodine in solution and the probable cause of the differ- 
ences in color of its solutions. 

The  services of Professor Kruss to inorganic chemistry were 
still further increased by his founding in 1892 the Zeitschrzyt fi?r 
anorganische Chemie, a journal which he edited with great skill 
and success. It met with very favorable reception from the 
beginning, and in the short space of three years it has fully 
attained what Kruss stated in his introduction to the first volume 
to be its goal-“ to materially advance the development of inor- 
ganic chemistry.” 

The  illness to which Kruss finally succumbed began as far 
back as last October, but in spite of bodily suffering he reso- 
lutely continued his lectures and instruction a t  the laboratory. 
With the new year, however, his strength begain to fail and, grad- 
ually sinking, he finally passed awayearly on the morning of the 
third of February. 
T o  those who knew Kriiss and his work there will recur, as 
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1887. With L. F .  Nilson : Studien uher die Componenten der  Absorp- 

1887. Ueber das Atoingewicht des Goldes, Ber. d .  chem. Ges., 20, 2365. 
1887. U’ith Ludwig Hoffmann : Veher die Sulfide des Goldes, (Firs t  Pa- 

1887. With F. W. Schmidt : Beitrage zur  Kenntniss der Goldhalogen- 
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1888. Ueher ein neuesVorkoninieo des Germaniulns, Ber. d .  chem. Ges., 

21. 1.31. 
1888. With L. F. Nilson : Die Componenten der  Absorptionsspectra 

erzeugenden seltenen Erden, Rer. d .  cheiii. Gcs., 21, 585. 
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1888. With F. IV. Schniidt : Beitrage zur Kenntniss de r  Goldhalogen- 
verbindungeti. J. prakt. Chem., 38, 77. 

1889. With F. W. Schniidt : Untersuchung uber das Kobalt und Nickel, 
Ber. d .  chem. Ges., 22, 11. 

1889. W i t h  F. W. Schmidt : Untersuchung uber Kobalt  und Nickel, 
Notiz. Ber. d .  cheiri. Ges., 22, 2026. 

1889. With Erich Jager : Untersuchung uber das Chrom, Ber. d. chern. 
Ges., 22, 2028. 

1889. With Herniann Moraht : Zur spectrocolorimetrischen Eisen- 
bezw. Rhodan-Bestinimung, Ber. d .  chem. Ges., 22, 2054. 

1889. XVith Hermann Moraht : Ueber Eisendoppelrhodauide, Ber. (1. 
chem. Ges., 22 ,  2061. 

1889. With Max Althausse : Beziehungen zwischen Zusammensetzung 
und Xbsorptionsspectrum organischer Verbindungen, Ber. d. chem. Ges., 
22, z06j. 

1890. With Hermann Moraht : Untersuchungen uber das Beryllium, 
Ber. d .  chem. Ges., 23, 727 and 2552. 

1890. Wi th  Karl  Ohnmais : Ueber Vanadinsulfosalze, Ber. d .  chem. Ges., 

1890. With Herrnaiiii Moraht : Untersuchung uber das  Beryllium (Firs t  

tionsspectra erzeugenden seltenen E d e n ,  Ber. d.  chem. Ges., 20, 2134. 
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verbindungen, Ber. (1. chem. Ges., 20, 2634. 

Paper) ,  Rer. d .  chem. Ges., 20, 2704. 
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Ztschr. phys.  Chem., I ,  301. 
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Paper),  Ann. Chem. (Liebig),  260, 161. 
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18go. With Hermann Moraht : T:eher die Reaction zwischen Ferrisalzen 
und loslichen Rhodaniden, A n n .  Chem. (Liebig) ,  260, 193. 

1890. With Hermann Moraht ; Cntersuchung iiber das Beryllium (Sec- 
ond Paper),  Ann. Cheni. (Liehig),  262, $3. 

1890. \V'ith Karl  Ohnmais : I:el)cr Sulfosalze des Vanadins, A n n .  Chem. 
(Liebig),  263, 39. 

1891. Beitrgge zur  Chemie des Erbiums und Didyms, Ann. Chern. (Lie- 
big), 265, I .  

1892. With 11. Kruss : Rdtrage zur  quantitativen Spektralanalpse,  
Ztschr. anorg. Chem., I! 104. 

1892. With Hermann Moraht : Ueher die Reaktion zwischen Ferrisalzen 
und loslichen Rhodaniden, Ztschr. anorg. Chem.,  1, 399. 

1892. b'ith F. N'. Schmidt : Xtomgeffichtsbestimmungen von Nickel, 
Ztschr. anorg.  Chem., 2, 2 3 5 .  

1892. Einige Zenierkungen iiber die Cntersuchung der seltenen Gadol- 
initerden, in1 besonderen iiber die Aequivalentbestimmung dieser Erden 
durch Ueberfuhrung von Oxyd in Sulfat ,  Ztschr. anorg. Cheni., 3, 44. 

1892. Elektrolyse von Losungen seltener Erden,  Ztschr anorg. Chern., 
3, 60. 

1893. IVith K.  Hofmann : Einwirkung von Kohle auf Salzlosungen se1- 

1893. With A .  Loose : Verhalten der  Gadoliniterden gegen Kaliumchro- 

1893. Verhalten der  Gadoliniterden gegen Aniliii und gegen salzsaures 

1893. 1,-eber die Bildung von Sulfosalzen des Vanadins, Ztschr. anorg.  

1893. Ueber die Erhinerde,  Ztschr. anorg. Chem., 3, 353. 
1893. With F. W. Schmidt : Ueber die Doppelhalogenverbindungen des 

1893. With K.  Hofmann : Ueber die Holminerde, Ztschr. anorg.  Chem., 

1893. With F. W. Schmidt : Ceberdie Einwirkung von Chlor und Brom 

1893. With K .  Hofmann : Ueher die Terbinerde, Ztschr. anorg. Chem., 
49 27.  

1893. XVith Anton Loose : Annahernde Bestinimung des Aequivalents 
seltener Erden durch Titration, Ztschr. anorg. Chem., 4, 161. 

1893. With Conrad Volk : Zur Kenntnissder  Schwefelverhindungen des 
Thoriums. Ztschr. anorg. Chem.,  5 ,  75. 

1894. Zur Kenntniss der  Schwefelverbindungen des Thoriums, Ztschr. 
anorg. Chem., 6, 49. 

1894. With Edmund Thiele : Ueber den Losungszustand des Iod und 
die wahrscheinliche Ursache de r  Farbenunterschiede seiner Losurgen, 
Ztschr. anorg. Chem., 7,52.  
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